Comet
& Progress
becomes AD Israel
At the ADI Summit in Antwerp (19-20 April) ADI announced that
with effect on April 1st, the company Comet & Progress becomes
the new ADI Partner in Israel.

About Comet & Progress (now AD Israel)

and ever-changing automotive environment.

Comet & Progress, with headquarters in Tel Aviv, was founded in 1956 by Mr. Yacov Benjamin as a small trade company
dealing with automotive spare parts, refinish paints, garage
and body shop equipment. During the last 61 years, the
company has significantly grown and became one of the
leading automotive companies in Israel.
A dedicated team of 96 employees is coordinated by an experienced, young and dynamic management that oversees
a large sales and logistic organization. Covering both the
Israeli and the Palestinian Authority markets, Comet & Progress serves more than 1,450 customers on a regular basis
(more than 50% of the potential market).
Among its main customers are: OES importers; lease firms,
governmental organizations such as the Israel Defense Forces, Israel Airport Authority and others, bus assembly manufacturers, public transportation companies; PTI (periodical
technical inspection) stations, garages and body shops, car
dealers, spare parts retailers and large institutions.

The decision to join ADI and become AD Israel is a major
step towards the execution of this vision.
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The modern training centre will enable us to provide a
professional theoretical and practical training for various
automotive activities such as body and collision repair and
paint, mechanics, electricity, air conditioning and vehicle
diagnostics.

Israel in Figures:
8 M people
22 000 km² surface
2.5 million passenger cars
average passenger car age: 7 years
OES vs IAM: 68%/32%

We believe the strengths of our company to be:
•

•
•
•

A distinguished Strategy - while our competitors sell
spare-parts only, we provide a 360° solution for workshops Including mechanical equipment, body-shop &
paint solutions and spare parts.
A premium brand portfolio with leading brands such
as, Standox, Cromax, Mann Filter, Valeo, 3m, Nederman,
Finkbeiner and many more.
Efficient distribution, with nationwide coverage and
consistent, best-in-class daily delivery services.
Expert training - the only company in Israel to provide
professional automotive training services.

Comet & Progress is a senior member of the Federation
of the Israeli Chambers of Commerce and certified by the
Standards Institution of Israel and IQNET to comply with
The company’s vision
the requirements of ISO 9001-2008 standard for quality and
Comet and Progress’ vision is to become our customer’s management system.
preferred supplier, by leading the automotive parts and
services market in quality, fast service and innovation and Comet & Progress will soon relocate to a new logistic censo to assist our varied customers to stay ahead in a dynamic tre located in the Shoam Industrial Park, centrally located
Finland: The delegation was hosted by Eero Broman

next to the country’s two major highways, and close to the
Ben Gurion International Airport. The new state-of-the-art
logistic centre includes over 5,000 sqm of storage space,
headquarter offices as well as a 350 sqm training center.

AD Hessumobiili in Klaukkala

Visit of AD Bosch in Spain

L. to R.: Ronen Ben-Baruch - Thomas Vollmar
Ronen, President of the company, looks forward to the new partnership: “At the eve of a major investment in the automotive division of our company, we are excited and proud to become the 25th Partner of the big AD family and look
forward to the business development programs offered by AD International and the synergies with other ADI Partners.”
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